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The elements are already there, just add balls. Add a simple and
addictive mini-game. The rainbow of the sky is the playground, and
now it’s time for you to start playing. Ball Breaker VR was created and
designed to be a fast-paced, exciting take on the classic and proven
breakout concept. Shoot the balls at the targets, then deflect them
using your shield or airborne pulses. Keep the balls in the play area for
as long as possible to score more points. Teleport to another position to
better aim your initial burst. There are bonuses, power-ups, gigantic
cubes, monster balls and more! Features: • Crazy Good Soundtrack •
20 carefully designed Ball Patterns with a variety of color and sizes. •
Different difficulty levels. • Optimization for all Oculus touch
controllers. • High-quality graphics for a VR experience like no other. •
Split screen. • Excessive balls. You need the latest Oculus Runtime
installed to play Ball Breaker VR. To install click here. Join the
Betawards clan and win all prizes, with the biggest bet, you can be the
King of Glory and get the trophy! And help your friend with the rally!
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Ze VR Features Key:
Three game modes: "Attack" "Sniper" "Defense" Select one to play the main level
Lots of points you can gather by having a successful game
Collect a lot of power-ups - if your targeting changes, that means you collect a power-up
Use aiming at your enemies to earn points
Every game is self-impose of you
How many game rounds you can win, much power you are going to need and more other game records calculated

How to play:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose the main level you are going to play for
Activate the options menu
Selecting the game mode then the main level you are playing
Select your play type, hotkeys, power-ups and game round (The number of game rounds can be set)

Technical Note
In game the life of right mouse button is no assigned to jump. You can get a better speed by pressing it than
clicking.
The display will set a value to show the number of remaining jump power left and time remaining for continuing to
play.
If you jump early, but the game end, the game didn't end as you expected. Look at the right, and please report to
game.In this case, we will assign the corresponding value for the surplus power.
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